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Model FFPS2 - An automatic low pressure watermist fire protection system for industrial fat fryers. 
 
Applications: 
 
The VID FIRE-KILL Model FFPS2 is suitable for protection of Industrial fat fryers.  
 
       
System description: 
 
The VID Fire-Kill Model FFPS2 system is designed to provide fire protection of industrial fat fryers. The system consists of a double knock automatic 
detection and activation system which includes heat and flame detection, a first strike with wet chemical onto the burning oil, and then low pressure 
watermist as second strike which cools the temperatures around the fat fryer an extinguishes remaining fires. 
 
In case of a fire the VID FIRE-KILL Model FFPS2 system also provides signal for alarms, signal to shut down the heat input to the fat fryer and signals to 
start a pump or release a cylinder. 
 
The system operates with an electrical power supply of 12 VDC/ 2A and has a built in 24H power back-up.  
The Control Panel monitors all connections and give alarm if anything failures to the system occurs, including low battery, no mains power, etc.  
 
The system is delivered in three units, all pre-tested and ready for installation: 
  
Detection and activation system:  Model BB Panel 
Thermocouples imbedded in AISI316 caps: Model Dethermtec 
UV Flame detector:  Model Deflametec   
AISI316L Wet Chemical tank:  Model WCT 
Low pressure watermist system:  N-pipe Type 2V with integrated BM-1 nozzles 
 
For more information of the products, see the individual data-sheets. Find them on www.vid.eu. 

http://www.vid.eu/
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System layout: 
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System installation: 
 
Hydraulic installation: 
 
N-pipes are as standard supplied in 6 meter length, but can be delivered in lengths according to costumers. The N-pipes can 
either be supplied in a 28x1.2mm version with open ends for press management system, or can be supplied in a 25x1.2mm 
version with ¾” male/female threads or closed ends.  
 
When installing the N-pipes make sure to use local approved sprinkler pipe hangers/brackets. The N-pipe should be installed as 
close to the centreline as possible inside the hood, having no obstructions blocking the nozzles installed in the N-pipe. The N-
pipes can cover up to 0.75 meter on both sides and as standard 6 meter in length. See figure on right side. 
 
After installing the N-pipe in the hood, connect it to the Model WCT tank with a flexible stainless steel hose and from the tank 
to the pump unit/ cylinder.  All pipes, connections, fittings, etc should be made of non corrosive materials, as stainless steel. 
 
 
Electrical installation: 
 
The Model BB panel is a small electronic control unit. It operates at 12VDC and has an inbuilt 24H battery backup. The system has the following inputs 
and outputs: 
 

- Can sample signals from six flame detectors and six thermocouples, and supply power to the detectors. 
- Can start pump in case of fire and shut of the heat supply to the fat fryer with a normally closed relay signal. 
- Can give three different alarms through normally closed relay signals: 1) Function Failure. 2) Flames detected. 3) Fire detected and system 

activation 
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In case of fire: 
 
If a fire ignites in the fryer pool the system will detect the fire when: 

- The thermal sensors installed in the hood automatically detects the temperature rise above the fryer pool.  
- When the flame detector sees the flame. 

 
In case of fire detection the system automatically activates a switch to turn off the heat input to the fryer pool (Signal: NC), sends out an alarm signal 
(Signal: NC) and does also give a signal for a pump to start (Signal: 12VDC, 2amp).  
 
When the pump starts, the water will flow through the pipes and into the wet chemical tank, and when water enters the tank the Wet Chemical will 
be pushed out through the outlet and into the nozzle pipes. The wet chemical will continue to flow out the nozzles until there is no more left in the 
tank. The Wet Chemical will, when in contact with the hot oil, create a lid over the fat fryer surface and extinguish any fires. 
When all Wet Chemical is used only pure fine watermist with fine droplets will flow out of the nozzle pipes. The fine water drops will extinguish cool 
the oil and surrounding temperatures ensuring that the oil does not reignite.   
The system should continue to operate until it is manually shut off when there is now fire left and when any risk of re ignition does not exist.   
 
Resetting the system does only require a refill of the Wet Chemical tank together with a cleaning of the system, fat fryer etc. 
 
 Hydraulic design: 
 
The water supply unit (Pressure tank, pump, mains, etc.) should be designed to operate for minimum 30 min. with a minimum water pressure of 4 bar 
at the nozzles furthest away from the water inlet.  
 
Each one meter N-pipe Type 2V has a k-factor (metric) of 5.6, which means that it at a minimum pressure of 4 bar uses 11.2 l/min.   
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Fire tests: 
The system has been tested without wet chemical to fat fryers up to: 
  
Volume: Max. 200 litres 
Surface area: Max. 1000mm x 3000mm  
 
The test where conducted by the accredited test laboratory Danish Fire Laboratories, DFL (www.dafila.com). The test where conducted in accordance 
with the principles from the EN 3-7:2004+A1:2007, UL300 and ISO15371. 
  
 
 
Service and maintenance: 
 
Service and maintenance should be done by a manufacturer trained operator. 
The service consists of: 
 
- The back-up battery checked every two years.  
- All wire connections checked every year. 
- All pipes connections checked every year. 
- The nozzles on the N-pipe checked every year for damages. 

http://www.dafila.com/

